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H2 O will be more resistant to metallization than previously
thought. From computational evolutionary structure searches, we
find a sequence of new stable and meta-stable structures for the
ground state of ice in the 1–5 TPa (10 to 50 Mbar) regime, in the
static approximation. The previously proposed Pbcm structure is
superseded by a Pmc21 phase at p  930 GPa, followed by a predicted transition to a P21 crystal structure at p  1.3 TPa. This
phase, featuring higher coordination at O and H, is stable over a
wide pressure range, reaching 4.8 TPa. We analyze carefully the
geometrical changes in the calculated structures, especially the
buckling at the H in O-H-O motifs. All structures are insulating—
chemistry burns a deep and (with pressure increase) lasting hole
in the density of states near the highest occupied electronic levels
of what might be component metallic lattices. Metallization of ice
in our calculations occurs only near 4.8 TPa, where the metallic
C2∕m phase becomes most stable. In this regime, zero-point energies much larger than typical enthalpy differences suggest possible
melting of the H sublattice, or even the entire crystal.
hydrogen bonds ∣ compressed water

T

he phase diagram of H2 O exhibits a substantial array of stable
and meta-stable crystalline phases, along with two amorphous
ices (1). Terrestrial experiment continues to find new phases (2).
There are also good cosmochemical reasons to think about the
high pressure phases of H2 O—ice is a major component of the
outer planets in our solar system, presumably forming very dense
layers around the rocky cores of Neptune and Uranus (3, 4). And
it is likely that ice will be a constituent of similarly sized or larger
exoplanets that are currently being discovered (5, 6).
Known and Postulated Ice Structures
As ice is compressed at low temperatures from its hexagonal
phase Ih at P ¼ 1 atm, it undergoes a series of phase transitions
between different molecular structures. At about 120 GPa, ice is
expected to reach a hydrogen-ordered phase, ice X (7–10), in
which individual molecules of H2 O are no longer discernible. Instead, the hydrogen atoms are located midway between nearest
neighbor oxygen atoms, which in turn occupy body centered cubic
lattice sites. The O-H distances in ice X are longer than intramolecular O-H distances in an isolated water molecule, or in ice Ih.
At even higher pressures, ice X is found from molecular dynamics simulations to give way to a Pbcm structure (11) between
300 and 400 GPa. Recently, calculations on symmetric structures
where hydrogen occupies midpoints between nearest and next
nearest neighbor oxygen atoms found phase transitions from
Pbcm to a Pbca and a Cmcm structure at 760 and 1,550 GPa, respectively (12). The latter was also calculated to be metallic.
Here, we present several new phases of ice calculated to be stable
at pressures above 1 TPa. We find the most stable phases to be
insulating, hence pushing the transition pressure for metallization
of ice beyond 4.8 TPa (corresponding to ∼12-fold compression).
Searching Methodology
Finding thermodynamically stable structures for solids of given
stoichiometry is a notoriously difficult task (13), which remains
true even for transitions between ground state structures, as considered in what follows. When chemical intuition (14) fails one
possible method to effectively and efficiently sample the configwww.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1118694109

urational space of solid state structures for a given stoichiometry
utilizes genetic or evolutionary algorithms. Such algorithms have
been used originally for isolated molecules and clusters, (15–17),
but also for extended systems (18, 19). Genetic or evolutionary
algorithms rely on concepts borrowed from biological evolution
to locate the global minimum on the potential energy surface.
Here, we use the open source program XtalOpt (20) to perform
an evolutionary algorithm based structure search. For a proposed
structure the enthalpies are computed by density functional theory (DFT) with the VASP software package (21), making use of
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof parametrization of the exchangecorrelation energy density (22), and the Projector Augmented
Wave (PAW) method to describe the electron-ion interaction
(23, 24). We use “hard” PAW datasets, with outermost cutoff radii
for hydrogen and oxygen of 0.8 and 1.1 Bohr radii, respectively. A
plane wave energy cutoff of 800 eV was employed, and Brillouin
zones were sampled with a linear k-point density of 20 Å.
We performed structure searches at p ¼ 1 TPa and p ¼ 2 TPa
with Z ¼ 4 molecules per unit cell, and used the above mentioned
ice X, Pbcm, and Cmcm structures, as well as random structures,
as starting points for the workings of the evolutionary algorithm.
As a check, a structure search at p ¼ 2.5 TPa with Z ¼ 8 molecules (unit cell doubled), and a structure search at p ¼ 5.0 TPa
with Z ¼ 4 molecules, both seeded with all previously found lowenthalpy structures, did not result in new structures.
New Ices at Higher Pressures: Enthalpies
We find several new crystal structures of ice; these substantially
change the phase diagram that theory has hitherto provided for
the ground states at pressures above p ¼ 1 TPa. Fig. 1 gives the
computed enthalpies per H2 O at various pressures up to 2.5 TPa.
A Pmc21 structure with four molecules per unit cell is enthalpically favored over the previously proposed Pbca structure above
p ¼ 930 GPa, and is succeeded above p ¼ 1;300 GPa by a P21
structure, also with four molecules per unit cell. Remarkably, the
relative stability of P21 ice increases rapidly over that of all previously known structures.
In addition to these most stable structures, we found a variety
of other structures at p ¼ 2 TPa, all more stable than any previously proposed structure. The enthalpies of the most competitive new structures are also shown in Fig. 1. Structural details of
the new phases are listed in SI Appendix, Table SM1; the corresponding equation of state V(p) is given in SI Appendix, Fig. S1.
Structural Hallmarks of the Ice Structures Around 1 TPa
We begin with the Pmc21 structure, which is in our calculations
the most stable phase (not by much, and more on this later) in the
range p ¼ 1 to 1.3 TPa. The Pmc21 structure, shown in the right
column of Fig. 2, in contrast to the Pbcm structure, ice X, and
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Fig. 1. Relative ground state enthalpies of known and new ice crystal
phases. Zero-point motion is not included. Upper horizontal axis shows
the volume compression of Pmc21 phase relative to ice XI (the H-ordered
ground-state phase of ice) at P ¼ 1 atm (25).

penetrating fourfold coordinated hydrogen bonded networks.
Instead, the entire crystal is connected by pairwise O-H-O bridging bonds.
Putting the Pmc21 structure in a sequence with the ice X and
Pbcm structures, a picture emerges (see Fig. 2) that illuminates
the transition with increasing pressure from three-dimensional
interpenetrating networks to two-dimensional corrugated sheets
(12). In the transition from ice X to Pbcm the topology of O-H-O
bridging bonds remains the same but adjacent layers in the ab
plane are sheared with respect to each other, while all bridging
bonds remain linear. In the transition from Pbcm to Pmc21 , O-HO bonds in half of these layers rearrange to form O-H-O bonds in
a different direction (roughly they change from along the b axis
to along the a axis), hence connecting previously independent
networks. These bonds are buckled (the O-H-O angle is θ ¼ 146°
at p ¼ 1.2 TPa), and the O atoms that are involved in the buckled
bonds deviate significantly from ideal tetrahedral coordination.
Fig. 2, SI Appendix, Fig. S2 illustrate this structural sequence
and the role of the Pmc21 structure as a successor of the Pn3̄m
and Pbcm structures—and also as a precursor to the Cmcm structure, into which it would transform at about p ¼ 2.3 TPa, were it
not for a slew of other, more stable structures, which are discussed below. We find that a direct interpolation transition path
between the Pbcm and the Pmc21 structure at p ¼ 700 GPa has
to overcome a transition barrier of only 0.11 eV per molecule
(which may be compared with a zero-point energy of 1.00 eV
per molecule, see below).
Structures Above 1 TPa
At p ¼ 1.3 TPa the P21 structure becomes the most stable structure, and remains such up to 4.8 TPa. The P21 structure, see Fig. 3,
is a three-dimensional O-H-O bonded network. It is the first

Fig. 2. From left to right: crystal structures of ice X p
(Pn
ﬃﬃﬃ 3̄m),
pﬃﬃﬃ Pbcm, and
Pmc21 , seen along the a axis. Unit cells are indicated ( 2 × 2 cell for ice
X). All structures are at p ¼ 700 GPa (and ground-states).
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stable ice structure where O atoms are clearly more than fourfold
coordinated to H atoms; that in turn implies that H atoms are
more than twofold coordinated to neighboring O atoms.
If a coordination number is defined via a “largest gap” definition in the neighbor distance histograms, then all O atoms in the
P21 structure are fivefold coordinated to H atoms, and thus half
of the H atoms in the crystal are threefold coordinated to neighboring O atoms (see SI Appendix, Fig. S3 for the histogram plots).
The O-H connections drawn in Fig. 3 correspond to this definition of coordination.
The P21 structure recites structural elements seen in lower
pressure structures: half of its O atoms form linear chains along
the b axis (kinked along c), see the middle box of Fig. 3. These
chains have almost linear O-H-O bonds (θ ¼ 171° at p ¼ 2 TPa),
and are the basic building block of e.g., the Cmcm structure,
cf. SI Appendix, Fig. S2. The remaining O atoms form a highly
distorted bonded network, see middle box of Fig. 3 (but even
there an imaginative eye might discover kinked chains along the
b axis, connected through buckled and twisted O-H-O bonds).
In the right box of Fig. 3, we show both “sublattices” together:
the quasi-linear and the severely twisted chains alternate along
the a axis. These two sublattices are of course connected, and
separating them as we do is to some extent arbitrary. However,
this specific decomposition of the structure shows what drives
its stabilization: it seems that kinked linear O-H-O-connected
chains are a desired feature for ice under pressure, as they occur
in the Pbcm, the Pmc21 , and also the Cmcm structures. Beyond
p ¼ 1.3 TPa, however, it is preferred if some of these chains “give
in” and form buckled, hence more compact, networks. The persistence of the linear chain motif in a sublattice of the P21 structure is a remnant of its lower pressure alternatives. We will return
later to the reasons the high pressure ice phases favor buckled
O-H-O units.
Closely related to the P21 structure is a P1̄ structure we find
to be the second most stable crystal structure over a wide pressure
range, see Fig. 1. The structure of the P1̄ phase is shown in Fig. 4.
Very similar to P21 , the P1̄ phase is also a three-dimensional O-HO bonded network which, depending on the definition of the O
coordination number, consists of two interpenetrating sublattices
(as shown in Fig. 4) or a fully connected network. Again we can
identify two sublattices of slightly kinked chains running along the
b axis, see middle box of Fig. 4. Here, in contrast to the P21 structure where one chain is quasi-linear and the other one highly
distorted, both chains are moderately buckled. Each O atom is
connected to two neighboring chains, in a way that forms two separate networks. One of these is shown in the right box of Fig. 4:
instead of buckled chains with O-H-O connections, it can also be
seen as sheets of edge-sharing ðOHÞ6 rings connected by O-H-O
motifs. Either way, the P1̄ structure shows us a different structural
path away from linearly O-H-O connected chains. Ultimately,
we find that at p ¼ 4.2 TPa (static calculation) the P1̄ structure
becomes unstable with respect to the C2∕m structure.
Several other new structures, of Pc, C2∕c, and Fddd symmetry,
were found to be within 0.2 eV∕molecule of the most stable P21
structure. The structural details of these phases are given in the
SI Appendix.
Phase Transitions Near 5 TPa
Boldly extending the enthalpy curves of the most favored P21 and
C2∕m structures to even higher pressures, we find a transition
from the P21 to the C2∕m phase at p ¼ 4.8 TPa. The evolution
in enthalpy of various phases to high pressures is shown in Fig. 5
(note the relative enthalpies in Fig. 5 are now referred to those of
the P21 phase).
The C2∕m structure is closely related to the Cmcm phase, see
Fig. 6; whereas the latter comprises stacked corrugated sheets
internally connected through O-H-O bridging bonds buckled
inwards, the former features pairwise interpenetrating corrugated
Hermann et al.

sheets of the same topology, but internally connected through
O-H-O bridging bonds these being buckled outwards. One consequence is that the C2∕m structure contains linear chains of
H atoms spaced by b∕2 along the b axis, with H-H distances ranging from 1.01 Å at p ¼ 1 TPa to 0.92 Å at p ¼ 2.5 TPa and
0.88 Å at p ¼ 4 TPa.
Such short H-H separations happen to be in the range of H-H
separations in elemental hydrogen under pressure, at least as the
latter is approximated in calculation. In the recent McMahon and
Ceperley work on hydrogen in roughly the same pressure range
that we cover, H-H separations between 0.87 Å (p ¼ 1.5 TPa)
and 0.83 Å (p ¼ 5.0 TPa) are obtained for various structures
of atomic hydrogen (26).
Another view of the C2∕m structure is that it is inherently
two-dimensional, featuring bilayers of interpenetrating sheets
in the ab plane which are not connected along the c axis. However, as we will see, structural low-dimensionality is not reflected
on the electronic level—and this holds true also for the Cmcm
structure. We do find that both the C2∕m and Cmcm structures,
at very high pressures (from about p ¼ 4 TPa onwards), exhibit
an interesting fivefold O atom coordination, similar to the P21
structure discussed above: this happens as adjacent corrugated
sheets are pressed closer to each other along the c axis (b axis
for Cmcm), and intersheet O-H distances decrease to approach
intrasheet O-H distances.

p ¼ 2.5 TPa). However, differences in ZPEs among the various
phases are below 50 meV∕molecule, and thus are smaller than
characteristic total energy differences between the phases for
pressures p ≤ 2.5 TPa. The inclusion of the ZPEs, however, shifts
the transition pressure for the Pbcm → Pmc21 transition to
880 GPa, and for the Pmc21 → P21 transition to 1,170 GPa.
For pressures larger than p ¼ 2.5 TPa, several phases come
very close to each other in enthalpy, and inclusion of their ZPEs
actually changes their enthalpic order. The P1̄ structure becomes
the most stable phase at p ¼ 3.6 TPa, and its transition into
the C2∕m phase does not happen until about p ¼ 6 TPa. SI
Appendix, Fig. S4 shows the evolution of the enthalpy curves
of these phases with zero-point effects included. Even though
the latter differ by only 2.5% (comparing e.g., the P1̄ and P21
phases at p ¼ 3.6 TPa), this is sufficient to overcome the total
energy difference between these phases, and substantially shift
the transition pressures and thus also the onset of stability of
metallic ice.
The phonon dispersion relations and density of states for
the P21 structure at p ¼ 2 TPa are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S5.
Vibrations of the H sublattice reach frequencies of 150 THz, or
5;000 cm−1 (or over 500 meV). Such frequencies are quite high,
but they are reasonable, as a molecular model we study below
will show.

Dynamical Properties
To examine possible changes arising from departures from the
static lattice approximation we studied the dynamical stability
of these new structures using the PHON program (27), calculating the emerging force constant matrices within the harmonic approximation (see SI Appendix for more detailed information).
The enthalpically stable phases are also dynamically stable in
their respective pressure ranges: Pmc21 for p ¼ 1…1.3 TPa, and
P21 for p ≥ 1.3 TPa. Other structures are meta-stable. The zeropoint vibrational energies (ZPE) for all phases are large, ranging
(for the P21 structure) from 1.06 eV∕molecule at p ¼ 1 TPa via
1.37 eV∕molecule at p ¼ 2.5 TPa to 1.70 eV∕molecule at
p ¼ 5 TPa. As might be expected, most of this zero-point energy
resides in motion of the hydrogens (e.g., 1.06 eV∕molecule at

Metallic Ice?
Previous static calculations have suggested a transition to a
metallic ice phase at pressure less than p ¼ 2 TPa. We find more
stable phases in this pressure regime, and they are far from metallic even though the bands are quite wide (about 50–55 eV).
The Pmc21 , P21 , and P1̄ structures are calculated to be insulating,
with substantial band gaps of more than 3 eVeven at p ¼ 2.5 TPa,
see Fig. 7. The trend of large band gaps in molecular and atomic
ice phases, which even increase initially under pressure (25), is
continued. The only metallic structure we find, C2∕m, whose
DFT band gap in our calculations closes at p ¼ 1.1 TPa, is just
not competitive in this pressure regime, see Fig. 1.
Fig. 7 (top box) illustrates both the traditional notion that insulating phases, where such may exist, are favored over coexisting

Fig. 4. Various static lattice views of the P 1̄ structure. Left: along the c axis; middle: the two sublattices, along the a axis; right: one of the two interpenetrating
networks.
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Fig. 3. Various views of the P21 structure. Left: along c axis; middle: two sublattices (see text), along a axis; right: superposition of sublattices, view close
to c axis.
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Fig. 5. Ground state enthalpies of new ice structures up to p ¼ 5 TPa, relative to the P21 structure. Upper x axis gives the volume compression of P21
structure relative to ice XI at 1 atm.

metallic phases. And that there is no correlation between stability
and size of the band gap for these insulating phases.
However, at the top of the pressure range we study statically,
at p ¼ 4.8 TPa, a metallic phase, C2∕m, does become more stable
than its insulating competitors (dynamical effects shift this onset
of metallization to even higher pressures). The electronic density
of states (DOS) for this phase is also shown in Fig. 7 (bottom
box), its band structure is plotted in SI Appendix, Fig. S6. The
valence bandwidth at almost 5 TPa pressure is about 60 eV;
the DOS is very much free-electron like at low energies, with minor features that correspond to the pseudopotential. At the Fermi
level, however, the DOS is depleted significantly (for free electrons it would be 3∕2Ef or 0.025 states per electron per eV), making the C2∕m phase a rather ordinary metal even at these high
pressures. There is no sign, however, of low-dimensional electronic character, and neither can it be found in the Cmcm structure
(see SI Appendix, Fig. S7 for its electronic DOS).
Chemistry
While P21 is insulating, at its stability onset of p ¼ 1.3 TPa both
its O and H sublattices would separately be metallic. There are
two ways to think about the insulating character of ice: One is to
say that OH bond formation, partially covalent, burns a deep gap
in the DOS at the Fermi level. Alternatively, coexistence of O and
H in the lattice allows the electron transfer that electronegativity
mandates, this towards a formal ðHþ Þ2 ðO2− Þ extreme. And the

Fig. 6. Static crystal structure of C2∕m phase, at p ¼ 2 TPa. Different levels
of brightness of atoms indicate separate sublattices.
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Fig. 7. Top: DFT band gaps for various static ice structures, up to p ¼ 5 TPa;
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configuration of these ions is a closed shell one. Either way,
chemistry makes a tremendous difference.
Even when metallicity appears around 5 TPa, the ionic perspective retains its value. Consider the band structure and DOS
of the O2− sublattice of the C2∕m structure at 4.8 TPa—a calculation on a lattice of O2− ions at the same positions as the oxygens
in C2∕m, with the H atoms removed and replaced by a constant
background charge compensating the excess electronic charge
of the unit cell—as shown in the bottom box of Fig. 7 and in
SI Appendix, Fig. S6. The two electronic structures—H2 O and the
O2− sublattice—are very similar. Highly compressed ice therefore
behaves like a network of highly compressed oxide ions—the presence of the protons is necessary to avoid a Coulomb explosion,
but nevertheless changes the electronic properties very little.
The same is true for the insulating P21 phase (see SI Appendix,
Fig. S8). O2− is isoelectronic to neon; perhaps this makes it less
surprising to see ice remain insulating to very high pressure.
Is Water More or Less Polar When Pressurized?
Water in its extended phases has an increased dipole moment
compared to the single molecule (28, 29) (although it may be prudent to have some reservations about identifying electrostatic
moments in the close quarters of a molecular crystal, especially
under high pressures). In the structures beyond ice X we study,
there are no identifiable water molecules. But we can still think
about the ionicity of the O and H components. There is an inherent difficulty in assigning electronic density to individual
atoms when using plane wave basis sets. Here, we choose to project the valence charge density onto atomic spheres around each
atom that just touch; i.e., the O and H sphere radii r O and r H are
adjusted to add up to the shortest O-H distance at each pressure,
with r O ¼ 2 × r H (roughly the cube roots of the atom/ion valence
electron counts). Then, we scale these localized electron counts
Hermann et al.

Why do Hydrogens go “Nonlinear” at High Pressures?
The progression we see in H2 O structures as the pressure rises
has some expected features, and also some unusual ones. The
expected feature is a rise in coordination at O and at H, starting
from the molecular two-coordination at the oxygen and singly coordinated hydrogens. In the ice X structure we find four-coordination (in H) at O, and two-coordination at H. And, as we have
seen, higher pressure brings us to still higher coordination at O
and at H.
An interesting geometrical feature we find in the structures
evolving after ice X is that the O-H-O linkage goes progressively
nonlinear at H. Why does this nonlinearity happen? We investigated this effect with a molecular model, shown in Fig. 8. Two
water molecules were brought together in a classical hydrogen
bonding arrangement except that the O-H-O central unit was
kept symmetrical (both OH separations maintained as equal)
and linear. The OO separation (a surrogate for pressure) was
then varied, and the normal modes of vibration for the central
H atom then calculated [here using the Gaussian program suite,
the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional, and augmented triple zeta basis sets (33–36)].
In Fig. 8, the normal mode (vibron) at around 1;400 cm−1 is the
OHO-bending vibration, and the rising higher frequency mode is
the asymmetric stretch. If we let the central hydrogen depart from
left-right equality, or OHO colinearity, it indeed would do so outside the region 2.52 Å ≥ rðOOÞ ≥ 2.03 Å. At longer O-O separations the hydrogen would remain linear (or at least close to linear),
but move closer to one oxygen, at shorter O-O it would go outof-the-line, or buckle. In the calculated ice phases, the stability on8000
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set of symmetrically bonded ice X is at p ¼ 120 GPa, with
r OO ¼ 2.27 Å; and the first buckled O-H-O bonds in ice occur at
p ¼ 800 GPa in the Pbca structure, where r OO ¼ 1.97 Å. Observe
how nicely the appearance of imaginary frequencies in the simple
molecular model now agrees with these onsets of departure from
symmetric linear geometry for O-H-O. An even simpler ansatz,
suggested to us by a reviewer, where both the O-H and the O-O
interaction are described by Morse potentials (37), leads qualitatively to the same result (see the SI Appendix for more details).
But the question still remains: why do the hydrogens go offline? We think the answer is that under pressure one needs to
increase further the O coordination in other oxygens and not only
hydrogens. And that is most simply accomplished by bending at
the hydrogens.
High Zero-Point Energies and a Possible Liquid Phase
As we see in the molecular model discussed above, the vibration
of H along the O-H-O axis indeed reaches the substantial value
of 5;000 cm−1 and more (exceeding 0.6 eV), if the oxygen atoms
are brought to within r OO ¼ 1.80 Å or less. This energy is at the
top of the frequency spectrum for the P21 phase at p ¼ 2 TPa, see
SI Appendix, Fig. S5. Accordingly might the high zero-point vibrational energies associated with this H motion then perhaps result
in a melting of the H sublattice, or even the whole ice crystal
structure at sufficiently high pressures? The phenomenon of
reentrant melting under pressure has been found recently, for example, in the alkali metals Li and Na (38–40), and the dissociation of hot dense water and different mobilities for its constituents
H and O have been reported both from molecular dynamics
simulations and experiment (41–43).
In support of the notion of cold superionic high pressure ice
it may be mentioned that a typical barrier to concerted diffusion
of H atoms between lattice sites in the P21 structure at p ¼ 2 TPa
is just 0.7 eV, (to be compared with 0.5 eV as the hydrogen and
harmonic approximation based zero-point energy). There are
certainly a variety of crystalline phases with very similar enthalpies of formation at p ≥ 4 TPa, and the zero-point energies are
also much larger than their enthalpy differences. It is not hard to
imagine that at least the protons would use the zero-point motion
to adopt a fluctuating mixture of crystalline phases; i.e., a liquid
and in this context the replacement of hydrogen by deuterium
could be quite revealing. Either for water or for heavy water
the issue of metallization possibly setting in earlier, in association
with the diffusive or sublattice melted state, then becomes quite
pertinent.
Conclusions
To summarize, we have found a number of new ground state
phases of ice under extremely high pressures but perhaps typical
of some planetary conditions. A revised phase diagram for ice in
the TPa pressure regime is suggested, with a phase transition into
a Pmc21 structure at p ¼ 0.93 TPa followed by a transition into a
P21 structure at p ¼ 1.3 TPa. Both of these phases are large gap
insulators. Clearly, the interaction of O and H makes a difference
—chemistry “burns” a large and persistent (with pressure) hole
in the upper reaches of the density of states of two metallic sublattices, O and H. Or, alternatively, the capacity for electron
transfer from H to O, makes compressed H2 O very different from
its neutral sublattices.
In the new high pressure ices that we propose, we see a tendency to buckle or bend at the H in O-H-O motifs, a phenomenon
we trace to the increased coordination made available by this
motion. Metallization of ice is not found until p ¼ 4.8 TPa in
static calculations (and even higher when dynamical effects are
estimated at the level of the harmonic approximation), when a
C2∕m structure, this related to a recently suggested Cmcm structure, becomes the most stable phase. These findings, especially
the “delayed” metallization of ice, should have significance bePNAS Early Edition ∣
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such that they add up to the number of electrons in the unit cell.
If we compare the electron densities/charges thus obtained (see
SI Appendix, Fig. S9), we find a slight decrease in ionicity under
pressure, and for all competitive high pressure phases. To be
specific, the valence electron density on O (which should be six
electrons for a neutral atom) reduces from 7.22 at 2 TPa to 7.12
at 4.8 Tpa.
We also tried to assign charges to atoms through a topological
analysis of the electronic density (30, 31). We obtain similar
electron densities to those found with the method described
above—with a still less pronounced trend under increased pressure, and with highly distorted atom-centered domains around
the O atoms.
We might mention at this point a general concern about electron density in highly compressed matter, and this pertains to
valence electron density as we move away from the nuclei. Such
deformations were first found for elemental lithium (32) and
have since been observed for other elemental structures. We
looked carefully for this phenomenon in ice, and found even at
the highest pressures no density maximum in the interstitial space
between the atoms.

yond the ground states considered here and hence for modeling
the interiors of some massive gas planets. There is another possibility that also merits further examination, namely that because
of the possible onset of H (or D) diffusion, high pressure ices may
adopt fluid states. After our work was completed, we became
aware of several new studies of high pressure ice phases (44–
46). The structures obtained in these studies mostly agree with
ours.
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